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WILL ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE HONE NORTH KOREA’S CYBER
“ALL-PURPOSE SWORD”?
Scott W. Harold, Nathan Beauchamp-Mustafaga, Jenny Jun, Diana Myers, and Derek Grossman

How is the increasing spread of artificial intelligence (AI) likely
to shape the cyber capabilities of the Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea (DPRK; North Korea) in the coming
years?1 Over the past decade, cyber tools have become an
important enabler of the Kim Jong Un regime’s quest to
achieve its policy objectives.2 Today, as a result of sustained
investments by Pyongyang, the DPRK has developed an
increasingly sophisticated set of cyber capabilities, which
it has used to substantial effect against foreign militaries,
banks, companies, media outlets, and individuals. While the
regime has been able to achieve much through cyberattacks
relying on traditional human operators, there are some areas
where automating cyberattacks may prove attractive to the
North.3 At the same time, demand for trained cybersecurity
professionals usually far outstrips supply, and AI for cyber
defense may be an area where the regime ultimately feels
compelled to invest, either to offset human capital shortfalls,
or as adversary AI-enabled cyberattacks grow more
sophisticated.4 Is North Korea about to make the leap to
AI-enabled cyberattacks or cyber defense?5 Or will the
country’s international isolation impair its ability to pair up
AI with its existing cyber capabilities?

Recognizing the challenges posed by Pyongyang’s computer
network operations, official national security documents from
the United States, the Republic of Korea (ROK; South Korea),
and Japan have all identified the DPRK’s cyber operations
as a serious concern. For example, the 2021 Worldwide Threat
Assessment by the U.S. Director of National Intelligence
noted that North Korea’s cyber program “poses a growing
espionage, theft, and attack threat.”6 For its part, the ROK
Ministry of National Defense (MND), in its 2020 Defense White
Paper, noted that North Korea is “operating a 6,800-strong
unit of trained cyber-warfare specialists and is working to
enhance cyber capabilities by continuing R&D on [the]
latest technologies.”7 In 2020, Japan’s Ministry of Defense
concluded that North Korea possesses “large-scale cyber
units as part of its asymmetric military capabilities, engaging
in theft of military secrets and developing capabilities to
attack critical infrastructure of foreign countries.”8 And as the
ROK’s MND has further noted, the North is also “fostering
specialists and continuing R&D in [the] latest technologies”
related to cyber technologies.9 One such “latest technology”
is AI: the use of computer software programs to sift through
large volumes of data to identify patterns, predict behavior or
results, and adjust and improve its predictions of outcomes in
terms of data feedback.
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There are a number of possibilities for how AI might relate to
North Korea’s cyber capabilities. For example, if Pyongyang
augments its cyberattacks with AI, the North might be able
to rapidly accelerate and expand its intrusion sets by using
algorithms to identify weaknesses in adversary systems or
improve the effectiveness of its attacks. On the other hand,
U.S., South Korean, or other nations that employ AI for
cyber defense may become more proficient at detecting and
defeating North Korea’s human-developed cyber intrusion
sets, eroding the value of Pyongyang’s cyber arsenal unless
it improves its offensive cyber tactics, techniques, and
procedures (TTP), possibly by employing AI for offensive
cyber in novel ways. The regime could also seek to employ
AI to improve its own cyber defenses, hoping to detect and
defeat the United States’, South Koreans’, or other nations’
efforts to probe or penetrate the limited systems that actors
in the North use to connect to the Internet. Finally, and in
response to the automation of its own cyberattacks or cyber
defenses, Pyongyang might target adversary AI training data
or models themselves.
To date, we find that there is very limited direct evidence that
the DPRK has moved to pair AI with its cyber capabilities,
but compelling logic and significant circumstantial evidence
indicate that it will do so in the years ahead. Given the nature
of the DPRK as a closed “hard target” country, with the
details of its cyber programs as presumably among the most
closely-held secrets of state, a lack of direct evidence about
its cutting-edge capabilities is hardly diagnostic. As has been
shown time and again by progress in North Korea’s strategic
weapons programs, Pyongyang’s technical knowledge base or
intent to develop an advanced capability can be good markers
of its ultimate goals. We did find significant circumstantial
evidence, precedent, and logic that points to the possibility
that North Korea has, or in the future likely will, pair its cyber
capabilities with AI. Meanwhile, we found no evidence or
compelling logic to support hypotheses that the DPRK would
choose not to pursue such capabilities, or that the DPRK
would be unable to develop and employ such capabilities.
In the absence of concrete evidence, there are very good
reasons to think that the regime is moving in this direction
based on its interests; trends in broader technology, espionage,
and warfare; statements by regime leaders; a survey of
academic writings on AI by DPRK researchers; as well as past
evidence from how the North has embraced other strategic
technologies and how other nations are treating AI and cyber.
While Pyongyang’s human-conducted cyberattacks have
been quite effective to date, there are nonetheless some good
reasons to think that in the future it may seek to incorporate
AI its offensive cyber operations, especially if its targets begin
to degrade the effectiveness of Pyongyang’s cyberattacks by
adopting AI-enabled anomaly detection.10 And though the
North is connected to the global Internet through only a fairly
limited number of access points today, should its own economy
develop greater touchpoints with the outside internet, the
North would likely see increased value in AI-enabled cyber

defenses. Finally, an examination of the experiences of North
Korea and other similar malign actors finds no evidence that
the cost of AI development, access to cutting edge research
or training sets, or availability of electricity supply are likely
to constrain the regime should it choose to develop AI for
cyber, while access to talent and computing power could be
somewhat more substantial chokepoints in AI development,
though the former would potentially just further incentivize
the North to press ahead even faster.
The remainder of this article unfolds in three parts.
First, we ground our discussion in an explanation of North
Korea’s overall policy goals and its political-military strategy.
We then describe what is known or believed to be true about
the role of cyber tools in supporting the regime’s goals.
Second, we lay out what we know or can reasonably infer
about North Korea’s interest in and access to AI and machine
learning (ML), as well as how these appear to fit with its
overall cyber strategy. To characterize the DPRK’s ambitions
and capabilities in this area, we look at North Korean
leadership statements and North Korean efforts to develop
other strategic technologies. We then supplement these with
an examination of insights drawn from a novel dataset we
built of forty-eight technical articles written by researchers
at Kim Il Sung University, the premiere school for the study
of AI in North Korea, published between 2018 and 2020.
Additionally, we compare North Korea’s situation with that
of other countries seeking controlled strategic technologies
and assess how a series of factors may or may not constrain
the regime’s adoption of AI-enabled cyber.
Finally, the article explores how North Korea’s cyber
capabilities might evolve if combined with AI over the
coming half-decade.

PYONGYANG’S POLICY GOALS,
POLITICAL-MILITARY STRATEGY,
AND THE ROLE OF CYBER
Since the founding of the DPRK in 1948, North Korea
has pursued a highly consistent set of goals across the three
regimes of Kim Il Sung, Kim Jong Il, and Kim Jong Un.
Scholars assess that the DPRK’s three fundamental goals
are: 1) preserving the Kim family regime’s control over
the Northern half of the peninsula; 2) weakening and
ultimately breaking the U.S.-ROK alliance; and 3) achieving
the conquest of the rival South Korean regime, by force if
necessary.11 Official U.S. Department of Defense assessments
similarly find that the regime’s “overriding strategic goal”
is to ensure the Kim family’s perpetual rule of North
Korea, followed by “reunification with the ROK, by force
if necessary, [which] is a key component of North Korea’s
national identity, validating its policies and strategies, and
justifying the sacrifices demanded of the populace.”12
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Since the 1990s, the DPRK’s political-military strategy has
tended to focus on efforts to magnify the regime’s ability to
asymmetrically hurt or coerce its neighbors and adversaries,
implying that it can be induced to return to a more passive and
less threatening posture only if bought off with concessions.
At times, observers have confused this risk manipulationcentric political-military strategy with aspects of the regime’s
routine weapons development and testing programs designed
to modernize and improve its military capabilities. The two,
however, are logically distinct, even if the regime frequently
seeks to extract value in the form of side payments from actors
alarmed when it takes actions designed to test or advance its
military capabilities.13 Recognizing that the regime can illafford to trade space for time in an actual conflict, Pyongyang
has typically pursued only local, limited military operations
designed to advance a specific and constrained political goal,
often paired with or augmented by the regime’s sophisticated
political warfare operations.14 Owing to the difficulty
of detecting and countering cyber intrusions, as well as
attributing them reliably to the North, the regime sees cyber
operations as particularly appealing tools to leverage in such
political-diplomatic campaigns.
In order to understand the evolution of cyber within North
Korea’s overall national security toolkit, it is necessary to bear
in mind that North Korea has long relied on asymmetric
and unconventional means to make strategic gains against
its adversaries. In this context, cyber capabilities have
provided North Korea several attractive features compared
to preexisting means. As Jung Pak, a former Deputy National
Intelligence Officer for North Korea and currently Deputy
Assistant Secretary of State, has noted, the senior leadership
of the DPRK have directed the use of the regime’s cyber
tools to “coerce, conduct espionage, and earn currency
for the regime.”15 Additional, Pak points out, in 2003 Kim
Jong Il reportedly advised his senior military leadership that
information had replaced bullets and oil as the key strategic
driver of 21st Century warfare.
For his part, Kim Jong Un is reported to have referred to
cyber as an “all-purpose sword,” one that can be used for
intelligence-gathering, revenue generation, cyber-enabled
economic warfare, or in support of military operations.16 No
surprise then that Anna Fifield of The Washington Post reports
that North Korean university students who have been through
the regime’s cyber training program describe hacking as “the
country’s strongest weapon,” one reportedly used against
South Korea as much as 1.5 million times daily.17
Offensive cyber capabilities allow North Korea to project
power in a cost-effective manner even under geographic
isolation, especially against states that traditionally maintained
strategic depth. While its effects are not wholly substitutable,
cyber capabilities can achieve some destructive and disruptive

effects at lower cost, compared to the time and resources
allocated to developing and maintaining a missile program
or a large special operations force. For North Korea, offensive
cyber capabilities help the regime overcome its geographic
constraints on power projection and give it the power to harm
targets in the continental United States directly, and therefore
enhance its bargaining position in the Korean peninsula.
Indeed, the regime has continued and accelerated its use of
cyberattacks against the South, even during periods when it
was negotiating directly with the progressive Moon Jae-in
administration in 2018 and since.18
By contrast, defensive cyber capabilities are probably
somewhat less of a concern for Pyongyang; one interviewee
we spoke with characterized the North’s connectedness to the
global internet as a “pinhole.”19 While interconnectedness and
digital information have become important underpinnings of
daily activity for most countries around the world, the North
Korean citizenry and the portions of the North Korean
economy not directly tied to regime financing via criminal
cyber activity are still far less connected to and reliant on
cyberspace than is true of any of the DPRK’s adversaries.
With the U.S. and its allies already faced with limited
levers to influence North Korea’s behavior, this asymmetric
dependence on cyberspace has created new opportunities for
North Korea to seek gains with relatively little concern for
retaliation in kind.
Additionally, in the cybercrime domain, North Korea’s
extensive cyber operations provide vital funds for propping
up the Kim family rule and undermining the international
community’s sanctions regime, one of the few levers for
influencing North Korea’s behavior. The ability to simply
steal and extort money from victims around the world not
only feeds back into North Korea’s weapons programs, but
also helps to concentrate wealth among the elites rather
than in the hands of the citizens. One expert we spoke with
called this “the major shift from 2015 to the present” in the
regime’s use of cyber, namely “from strategically motivated
hacking to pure profit generation and bank heists.”20
Indictments unsealed by the U.S. Department of Justice in
early 2021 reinforce just how central cyber has become to
the regime’s finances in recent years, listing cyber-enabled
bank heists, ATM cash-out thefts, extortion and ransomware,
attacks on cryptocurrency exchanges, and development
and deployment of malicious cryptocurrency applications,
among other criminal actions leveraging the cyber domain to
generate income.21 Such an approach to revenue generation
by the regime relieves pressures for domestic economic
reforms that could potentially destabilize the current political
structure. Ironically, such an approach could ultimately prove
a vulnerability, since denial of access to cyberspace could
prove a source of leverage against the regime if it becomes
increasingly dependent on cybercrime resources.
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Reliably describing the strength of a closed regime’s cyber
capabilities is challenging.22 Cyber operations are often highly
dependent on context and less consistently dependent on
easily quantifiable metrics such as the number of “hackers”
or “weapons” (a challenge not exclusive to the cyber domain).
While task-oriented metrics such as average “breakout
time”—the amount of time it takes for an adversary to
move laterally inside a victim’s network once it gains initial
access—can be a more useful measure, even such measures
are imperfect, since different Advanced Persistent Threat
(APT) groups tend to target different categories of victims.
For example, a 2019 industry report noted that North Korea
came in second in average breakout time at 2 hours and 20
minutes behind Russia (19 minutes) and ahead of China (4
hours) and Iran (5 hours and 9 minutes), but it is not clear
that these reported statistics were controlled for the victims’
defense specifications, sector type, and purpose of intrusion.23
In other words, rather than a reflection of an attacker’s
skills and capabilities, such statistics may simply reflect a
choice of targeting focus and the average defense level of
the systems the attacker is trying to penetrate. Furthermore,
operational speed is only one metric, and is not necessarily
more important than other possible goals an attacker might
possess, such as stealth or concern for avoiding attribution or
collateral damage.
Authoritative U.S. and South Korean government documents
and statements by public officials have suggested that North
Korea has roughly 6,000-7,000 cyber operators.24 The
Republic of Korea’s 2020 Ministry of National Defense
White Paper, for example, assessed that the North was
actively training cyber warfare specialists and had developed
a cadre of approximately 6,800 hackers.25 It is worth noting
that not all of these cyber specialists will likely be at the same
skill level, with some elite operators and others likely less
competent, a reality that further complicates any attempt to
easily characterize the North’s cyber operators.
In addition to these cyber operators, according to the UN
Panel of Experts monitoring the enforcement of UN
sanctions on the DPRK, it also has over 1,000 information

technology workers employed outside the country in defiance
of UN Security Council resolutions, earning foreign currency
for the regime.26 These workers also can provide the DPRK
with know-how on emerging technologies like AI. The illicit
presence of these workers overseas may also make it difficult
to differentiate North Koreans who are merely illicitly
earning money through otherwise legal means as opposed to
cyber operators.27
According to a 2020 report, the U.S. Army estimates
approximately 6,000 of the North’s cyber specialists work for
Bureau 121 of the Reconnaissance General Bureau (RGB),
also known as the Cyber Warfare Guidance Unit. The RGB
is the primary North Korean agency responsible for the
regime’s cyber activities, and was established around 2009.28
It operates independently from the Korean People’s Army
(KPA) and reports directly to the State Affairs Commission,
the highest decision-making body in North Korea, headed
by Kim Jong Un. Many of Bureau 121’s staff are believed to
operate outside of North Korea.29 In addition to the RGB,
the General Staff Department of the Korean People’s Army
is also responsible for various cyber operations.
North Korean hackers in these agencies are recruited and
trained from an early age through the regime’s education
system. According to a DPRK defector, talented youths
are identified in early primary school and sent to special
training schools at top North Korean universities such as
Kim Chaek University of Technology, Mirim University,
and the Kim Il Sung University.30 Agencies such as the RGB
then recruit the top graduates from these programs annually,
with many sent abroad to China, Russia, or other countries
for additional cyber training, and possibly even to operate as
hired cybersecurity personnel for foreign firms.31
In terms of actual field operations, since 2009, North Korea
has demonstrated that its cyber operations can be persistent,
adaptive, and destructive. Table 1 lists a small sample of
major cyberattacks that have been associated with the North.

Table 1. Selected Cyber Operations Publicly Attributed to North Korea32
Year

Name of Attack

Threat33

Tactics

Target

Country Hit

2009

4th of July
Campaign

Denial of Service

Traffic Generation

Websites for ROK and U.S.
presidential offices, defense, and
other high-level institutions

ROK & U.S.

2011

Ten Days
of Rain34

Denial of Service

Malware

Servers at ROK’s highest
government institutions and
financial institutions

ROK

2013

DarkSeoul35

Denial of Service,
Tampering

Malware, Remote
Execution

ROK broadcasting stations and
financial institutions

ROK

2013

Kimsuky36
(first attribution)

Spoofing, Elevation
of Privilege,
Information
Disclosure

Social Engineering/ Spearphishing, Malware, Remote
Execution, Data Exfiltration

ROK think tanks

ROK
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Year

Name of Attack

Threat33

Tactics

Target

Country Hit

2014

Korean Hydro
and Nuclear
Power37

Information
Disclosure

Social Engineering/
Phishing, Malware, Data
Exfiltration

Korean Hydro and Nuclear
Power (KHNP)

ROK

2014

Sony Hack38

Information
Disclosure

Social Engineering/
Spear- phishing, Malware,
Data Exfiltration

Sony Pictures Corporation

U.S.

2016

Military Plans39

Information
Disclosure

Mobile Device Exploitation,
Data Exfiltration

ROK Officials

ROK

2016

Bangladesh
Bank Heist
(FASTCash)40

Spoofing, Elevation
of Privilege,
Tampering

Spear-phishing, Watering
Holes, Code Injection,
Credential Harvesting, etc.

Bangladesh Bank officials’
credentials

Bangladesh

2017

Youbit Hack41

Information
Disclosure

Unknown
(Credential Harvesting)

Youbit (ROK Bitcoin Exchange)

ROK

2017

WannaCry42

Denial of Service

Ransomware

Various targets’ data was held
for ransom; particularly severe
damage to UK’s National
Health Service

Various

2018

Coinrail and
Bithumb hacks43

Information
Disclosure

Unknown
(Credential Harvesting)

Coinrail lost $37 million while
Bithumb lost $40 million in
cryptocurrency

ROK

2018

GhostSecret44

Information
Disclosure

Malware, Remote
Execution, Data Exfiltration

Various targets; operation
compromised firms in
telecommunications, health,
finance, entertainment, critical
infrastructure

Estimated 17
countries

These attacks reveal three strategic goals of North Korea’s
cyberattacks: (1) to generate revenue, (2) to cause disruption
or impose consequences on those who run afoul of the regime,
and (3) to gather intelligence and conduct espionage.45
North Korea’s cyber operations have also exhibited a blatant
disregard for restraint, even going so far as to target South
Korean civilian nuclear power plants.46 North Korea’s
cybercrime activities have struck banks, cryptocurrency
exchanges, and even individual ATMs, while its methods
have ranged from outright theft to ransomware, blackmail
using exfiltrated data or attempting to sell it on the black
market, and even, in one instance, attempting to set up a
cyber protection racket.47 North Korea has even inserted
destructive payloads in order to mask criminal activity and
obfuscate investigation, for instance by using a wiper against a
Chilean bank in 2018 to cover fraudulent SWIFT transactions.
Examples such as WannaCry further indicate that North
Korea has little regard for who it hurts with its indiscriminate
targeting, though it is unclear whether this was evidence
of incompetence, carelessness or deliberate malice.49 Such
brazen tactics set North Korean hackers apart from those of
most other state-sponsored groups. Additionally, just as in the
real world, so too in the virtual world the regime has ties to
non-state criminal groups acting online, and has used these
in a variety of ways, including to purchase access to victims
who have already been penetrated by other cybercrime
actors; by buying and selling stolen victim credentials on
the illegal market; and by selling its services to others as
hackers-for-hire.50

North Korean hackers are often successful at achieving the
task at hand, often by using any means necessary. At the same
time, they have also exhibited a lack of proficiency in specific
areas such as cryptography, indicating that North Korea’s
cyber prowess should not be overestimated (or, alternatively,
that it has room to improve further). For example, Kaspersky
reported in July 2020 that North Korea was spreading a
novel ransomware variant called VHD, but noted that several
elements in its encryption process allowed for recovery of
original data.51 Similarly, a 2018 analysis of three North
Korean indigenous encryption algorithms used for its Red
Star operating system noted that they were simple variants
of existing encryption schemes such as Advanced Encryption
Standard and Secure Hash Algorithm-1 and had several
operations that undermined its security, and kept it vulnerable
to a side-channel attack.52 Although North Korea claimed in
2017 to have advanced research in quantum cryptography
for secure communications and two years later to have fielded
its own indigenous encryption algorithm for Koryolink, the
country’s wireless telecommunications service provider, more
evidence is needed regarding such claims in order to assess
their reliability.53
As the foregoing review of North Korean cyber capabilities
suggests, the network domain is one where the DPRK sees
substantial advantages owing to reach, anonymity, and
asymmetry. At the same time, trends in foreign technologies
for cyber offense and cyberdefense—particularly those
associated with automation and the merging of artificial
intelligence and machine learning with computer network
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operations—could carry substantial implications for North
Korea’s ability to continue employing its current approach to
cyber. The next section examines the state of North Korean
research on AI, recognizing that as foreign nations move to
enhance the automation of their network operations, North
Korea is likely to follow that trend and seek to do so as well.

DPRK AI CAPABILITIES
Discerning what North Korea knows, needs, has, and aspires
to do with AI and machine learning as applied to cyber is a
challenging question to answer with great confidence due to
the aforementioned limitations on the availability of detailed
information about the inner workings of North Korea’s cyber
program. This section, therefore, relies heavily on a foundation
of the sorts of information the regime has allowed in public,
and then applies logic and comparative cases to compensate
for the information gaps. It starts by surveying North Korean
leadership statements relating to advanced technology and
AI/ML. We also identify and evaluate the state of North
Korean education focused on AI/ML, focusing in particular
on talent training and the technical writings of North Korean
scholars on AI published in the Kim Il Sung University Gazette,
one of the country’s leading institutions for the study of AI.
We also identify and assess the possible constraints on North
Korea’s development of AI, and close with a comparison of
what the experiences of other countries seeking to acquire
AI can tell us about North Korea’s efforts to develop
advanced AI.

North Korean Leadership Statements on
Advanced Technologies and AI/ML
Despite its very limited information exchanges and points
of contact between its own intranet and the outside world,
North Korea has managed to develop a very useful—if
not necessarily technologically cutting-edge—set of cyber
capabilities. While its attributed intrusion sets have largely
been limited to technically relatively unsophisticated attacks,
its use of these has nonetheless been fairly effective, innovative,
and adaptive.
Worryingly, evidence appears to suggest that the North may
now be applying the same efforts to explore at least lower-level
AI development as applied to cyber. Public media sources
suggest that North Korea is centering the development of AI
capabilities at the forefront of what the regime describes as
its Fourth Industrial Revolution, a term the DPRK uses to
describe Kim Jong Un’s push to modernize the economy by
focusing on mass communications, the Internet, and artificial
intelligence.54 A November 2, 2018 article in Rodong Sinmun
stated that the Intelligent Technology Institute at Kim Il Sung
University was “burning with ambition to hold supremacy
in the artificial intelligence field…and to contribute to the
establishment of the AI technology industry in the country.”55
The following year, a Rodong Sinmun article stated that “in
the age of Artificial Intelligence, data is more valuable than
gold or gas, therefore, collection and analysis of data is more

critical than ever.”56 Perhaps reflecting an increased emphasis
on AI, another article reported that Pyongyang University
of Computer Science planned to change its computerprogramming department into an AI department, though this
could also be an exaggeration or a reflection of the pressures
on institutions inside North Korea to demonstrate that they
are supportive of the perceived preferred policy direction set
by the country’s leader.57
More recently, on August 4, 2021, Rodong Sinmun reported
that “it is… the Party’s intention to increase investment in
science and technology and science research and guarantee
the research and living conditions of scientists.”58 It added,
“we must provide scientists and technicians all data needed
for science research, including the latest scientific research,
and actively strive to provide them the conditions and time to
be able to master them.”59 Thus, despite the regime’s political
and economic isolation, North Korean AI researchers are
being encouraged by Pyongyang, and official media reports
signal that the North Korean leadership has placed an
increasing emphasis on AI. This aligns with the Kim regime’s
support for scientists supporting other DPRK priorities, such
as the country’s missile program.60

North Korean Education and Research on
AI/ML Technologies
North Korea’s efforts to advance its capabilities in AI go
beyond just leaders’ statements and rhetoric; the regime is
actively pursuing initiatives to advance its capabilities both
at home and abroad through university training, foreign
exchange programs, and other means. This section provides
an overview of North Korea’s state of academic research on
AI/ML in order to assess North Korea’s level of interest and
proficiency in the topic.
Currently, there is no direct evidence in open sources that
North Korea has already applied AI or ML to enhance
its offensive cyber programs.61 North Korea also has not
published any military strategy or doctrine concerning cyber
warfare, let alone any specific statements on applying artificial
intelligence to it. It is possible, however, to gain insight into
the North’s AI capabilities and ambitions from UN reports as
well as publications by leading North Korean universities on
areas of AI-related academic research.
The Panel of Experts established pursuant to UN Security
Council Resolution 1718 has been identifying North
Korean sanctions violations and related suspicious activity
in regular public reports since 2010, and these reports
include information not only on North Korean research
and IT activities, but also specifically examples related to
AI. Most recently, the 2021 edition of the Final Report noted
that professors at North Korea’s Kim Chaek University
had developed a technique to help characterize the
strength of rock masses around a coal mine by analyzing
images using an artificial neural network, a specific type of
artificial intelligence.62
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The most compelling evidence of North Korean AI
development, however, comes from one of its own journals.
Since 2018, the Kim Il Sung University Gazette has been publishing
a new quarterly Information Sciences series as a separate
discipline from the previous series on Natural Sciences.
Between 2018 and 2020, a total of 48 articles were published
pertaining to either machine learning or deep learning
techniques.63 Among those, 25 articles were on Natural
Language Processing (NLP), encompassing a diverse array of
topics such as English to Korean machine translation, text to
speech algorithms, keyword extraction, database construction,
and detection of banned words from text. Thirteen articles
were on Computer Vision, encompassing topics such as object
detection, image segmentation, and image enhancement. Six
articles were on autonomous vehicle technology and three
articles were published on methodology. These indicate that
there is significant effort at Kim Il Sung University to invest
in AI research for a wide range of applications.
Most importantly, one 2018 Gazette article specifically dealt
with machine learning applications for cyber defense, by
illustrating feature section methods for improving network
intrusion detection rates.64 This article used publicly available
training data from the 1999 Knowledge Discovery and
Data-Mining (KDD) intrusion detection competition run
by DARPA and MIT Lincoln Labs. In addition, while not
strictly using machine learning or AI techniques, three other
articles on enhancing cyber defense was published, two on
methods to prevent Denial of Service (DoS) attacks and one
on intrusion detection for industrial control systems.65 Perhaps
unsurprisingly, the journal did not publish any research on
offensive cyber operations or using machine learning or AI
to enhance attacks. At a minimum, these articles indicate that
there are efforts to improve North Korea’s cyber defense and
nascent attempts to do so using machine learning techniques.
The fact that no such articles were published by the Gazette
in 2020 is hardly evidence that such research has ceased.
The absence of such articles is more likely to be the result
of North Korea’s desire to keep such research secret. Given
North Korea’s emphasis on offensive cyber operations, it is
particularly likely that similar research is being conducted on
a more carefully concealed basis, to leverage such techniques
to enhance offensive cyber operations as well.
We assess that it is likely that similar research is being
conducted in North Korea’s other universities and research
institutes, such as Kim Chaek University of Technology,
Pyongyang University of Science and Technology (PUST),
and the Institute of Information Science and Technology at
the State Academy of Sciences. Furthermore, at least one
business venture—Yalu River Technology Development
Association—is reportedly developing various AI-enabled
biometric identification systems including facial and speech
recognition software.66

North Korea also seems to be conducting research on the
computing infrastructure needed for AI. The Institute of
Information Science and Technology and Kim Chaek
University are both reportedly conducting research on cloud
computing services in North Korea and have published
articles on the topic.67 North Korea has also been conducting
research on parallel computing in order to increase computing
power using CPUs without relying on scarce GPUs or
TPUs.68 In fact, a Kim Il Sung University article published in
2020 presented one method of using a convolutional neural
network (CNN) to identify license plates quickly in computers
equipped with only CPUs rather than GPUs.69 Such
research indicates that while North Korea certainly faces
material constraints in computing, these have not stopped its
researchers from continuing to pursue research on AI topics.
There is also evidence that North Korean researchers are
trying to actively utilize open-source datasets and models
for their research, and that the North Korean government
is prioritizing such efforts despite economic hardship. For
example, a 2021 research paper published in the math series
of Kim Il Sung University Journal uses deep learning to
make diagnoses based on chest X-ray image data.70 This
paper uses a relatively recently published 2019 dataset called
MIMIC-CXR Database v2.0.0, suggesting that researchers
are keeping up to date on the latest academic research outside
of North Korea.71 North Korean researchers have also used
GoogLeNet for video and image analysis in the areas of
license plate identification and facial recognition.72
Despite their ability to access open source writings from other
countries on AI, a number of other factors, including access
to human talent, data, electric power, computer hardware
or other resource restrictions could constrain the North’s
development of AI. These are discussed in the next section.

Constraints on North Korean AI Development
This section addresses North Korea’s requirements for
achieving an AI-enabled cyber capability and its potential
paths toward this goal. Broadly speaking, the core building
blocks of AI-enabled cyber capabilities include computing
hardware and software, large-scale coded databases on which
to train the AI programs, the electricity to run the programs,
and the human capital capable of organizing and drawing up
advanced algorithms to surface patterns in the data. Overall,
we assess that North Korea’s human capital limitations and
challenges in accessing large-scale advanced computing are
likely the biggest challenges for the regime’s AI efforts, though
these are unlikely to prove insuperable and can likely be
mitigated in several ways should the regime decide to allocate
resources to doing so. Although North Korean authorities
are likely masking more sensitive AI research (particularly
those related to offensive and defensive cyber operations)
from public media, the available evidence suggests that North
Korea’s general research on AI remains at a fairly early stage
of development, but will likely continue to advance.
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Countries have a variety of pathways to adopting and
employing emerging technologies.73 If truly closed to the
outside world, they can develop a technology indigenously,
or if they can leverage the global community, they can buy
it outright, copy, or steal it from abroad, or cooperate with
others by sending researchers to train in other countries. In
the case of North Korea, one possible approach that can
shed light on the challenges the regime faces is to compare
its efforts to acquire AI to its acquisition strategy for other
strategic technologies in which it has an interest, including
nuclear weapons, ballistic missiles, and cryptocurrency (useful
for money laundering and sanctions evasion).74
North Korea’s nuclear program was founded, and its
Yongbyon nuclear complex built, with assistance from the
Soviet Union and some from China, but grew into a strong
indigenous program that was informed by outside expertise.
After the end of the Cold War and Pyongyang’s withdrawal
from the Non-Proliferation Treaty brought widespread
international opposition to North Korea’s nuclear program,
Pakistani scientist AQ Khan’s international network proved
to be a key source of assistance for developing North
Korea’s clandestine uranium enrichment program starting
in the 1990s.75 Since then, it appears that Pyongyang further
developed its nuclear know-how largely on its own, based
on a foundation of domestic education and human capital,
though the growing body of openly available information
on nuclear technology meant that North Korea could still
draw on foreign information sources to fill knowledge gaps.
Similarly, North Korea’s cyber and AI programs appear to
have both a strong foundation of indigenous knowledge and
human capital to build upon, along with access to relevant
foreign information sources.
In theory, the computer hardware required to develop AI
should not be easy for North Korea to obtain. Such electronics
are considered banned for export to North Korea by the
United States and many other countries, under the provisions
of UN sanctions in the categories prohibiting imports of
“luxury goods” and “dual-use” technologies, but China
and other countries do not share such an interpretation of
sanctions resolutions. Broad U.S. export controls also prohibit
trade of such items with North Korea, but North Korea has
been able to obtain and rely upon technology from U.S.
companies for its cyber programs.76 To obtain hardware in
violation of UN sanctions, the North has relied on an everevolving global network of front companies, North Korean
and foreign proxies operating in a number of countries to
acquire discrete hardware components.77 These transactions
rely on sellers either ignorant of the true DPRK end-use
or complicit in such sales, and generally evade notice by
relevant authorities.
In obtaining technological know-how for technologies such as
blockchain and cryptocurrency, the regime has been able to
woo a handful of foreign specialists to advise it by positioning
itself as a source of funds and a voice for enthusiasts of
“disruptive technologies.”78 One such foreign expert was US
citizen Virgil Griffith, who recently pled guilty to providing

cryptocurrency services to North Korea and assisting it in
sanctions evasion.79 A regime move to invite foreign AI/ML
experts to advise it similarly could be an early indicator and
warning that the North is moving towards a more fulsome
embrace of AI/ML for cyber.80
North Korea is less likely to face major obstacles to acquiring
AI technologies than those undergirding nuclear weapons and
ballistic missiles, since the latter are far more internationally
controlled than the information associated with AI and
ML. As another expert we spoke with commented, “North
Korea is very quick at adopting ideas and technology from
outside, and this is much easier to do with respect to cyber
and AI/ML code than it is in the nuclear hardware space.”81
Pyongyang is likely to seek out AI-related hardware and
software from other countries through a variety of avenues
and, despite its ideology of juche, or autarky, will gladly buy
AI-related capabilities from abroad when it can find the
right seller and the right price, including through the use of
front companies. While the Kim regime has sufficient capital
to fund key regime priorities, such as its nuclear weapons
program and supporting its elite lifestyle, it is unclear how
much money it will dedicate to AI-related technologies, but it
can almost certainly afford to dedicate enough to develop key
capabilities. Indeed, despite predictions by some, including
the Korea Development Bank’s Future Strategy Institute,
that international sanctions would cause the North’s AI
development to “hit a wall,” the regime’s AI technologies
appears to be continuing to make progress, even if slower
than would be the case were sanctions lifted.82
When it is unable buy the necessary technologies outright,
North Korea will likely either try to copy (replicate) or steal
it from ripe targets.83 Stealing AI technologies is possible,
most likely through cyber theft, though there is no guarantee
North Korea would be able to actually use these technologies
to their fullest extent.
Another option, sending DPRK nationals abroad for
training, appears to be a route that North Korea is pursuing
for AI. For one sense of scale, a 2016 report from Voice of
America stated that roughly 50 to 60 North Korean students
with backgrounds in science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) are selected annually to study abroad
as a part of the regime’s initiatives to develop its cyber
capabilities.84 While North Korea appears to have sent its
researchers out to several countries, including Russia, Italy,
India, and Romania, among others, China appears to be
the main source of foreign training for DPRK researchers
working on strategic technologies, and is thus the country of
greatest concern.85 China is known to loosely control what
North Korean students study at Chinese universities, and may
have violated UN sanctions by allowing students from the
DPRK to study a range of dual-use technical subjects even
after stricter sanctions were imposed in 2016.86 For our part,
we were able to identify at least one DPRK researcher, Kim
Chungsong from Kim Chaek University of Technology’s
School of Automation, who completed a Ph.D. on deep
learning at China’s Harbin Institute of Technology in 2019.87
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One key distinction between nuclear weapons and AI
technology, however, is that there is a wide swath of opensource technology and information available that anyone can
download as it is a nominally civilian and largely unregulated
set of technologies. The amount of publicly available
information on AI dwarfs the amount of detailed information
publicly available on nuclear issues. For example, publicly
available and free open-source data sets for machine learning
means that North Korea does not in all cases have to create its
own training data.88 Moreover, the availability of Tensorflow
and similar machine learning platforms means that North
Korea does not even have to create its own algorithms,
though it may need to modify these for its specific purposes.
The degree of scrutiny on end-users by major providers
of key services, such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), is
unclear but likely substantially less than on nuclear or missile
technologies. Nonetheless, the challenge for the North will be
to gain access to good, representative, and reliable data on
which to train its algorithms, and the North would surely face
some, though probably not insuperable, obstacles to acquire
it. They may need to steal one or many datasets, ensure that
as these are merged they are all coded to the same standard,
and make certain that their data fits their AI model. Ensuring
this could be a major complicating factor for North Korean
employment of AI for offensive cyber.
As it seeks to access these key components of AI, North
Korea is most likely to work, at least in part, through its
neighbor and patron, the People’s Republic of China (PRC).
China’s position as Pyongyang’s biggest source of hightech products and cutting-edge scientific knowledge owes in
substantial measure to the lack of commitment by the PRC
to enforcing existing UN sanctions. As the UN Panel of
Experts 2019 report found, a DPRK Academy of National
Defense Science-affiliated company signed a 2019 agreement
with a Chinese company to employ three North Korean
programmers and two hardware developers, to design
“artificial intelligence products, including both software and
hardware.”89 While this appears to be an instance where the
DPRK was providing AI services to a Chinese company, it
nevertheless shows the ability for DPRK AI experts to flow
relatively freely between the two countries, and may be an
example of the Kim regime finding opportunities to export
its AI specialists abroad where they can learn additional skills.
North Korea may also seek to exploit foreign experts to speed
its AI development, a pathway it appears to have already
attempted to leverage in its separate efforts to understand how
blockchain and cryptocurrency could be used to circumvent
international financial sanctions.90 Unlike the practical
requirement for much of nuclear weapons development that
it be done in-person and thus would require willing foreign
experts to travel to North Korea, cyber technologies can be
developed and employed from almost anywhere in the world.
This enables North Korea to either hire a complicit foreign
expert and have them work remotely, or even hire foreign
experts via cutout or front companies.

As to whether or not consistent electricity flows could pose
a constraint on North Korea’s development of AI, while
the DPRK is generally regarded as an energy-poor country,
there are almost certainly sufficient electricity resources
for the regime’s AI advancement to make progress if the
Kim regime decides to prioritize it. Clearly the much more
energy-intensive nuclear and missile programs the DPRK
has pursued have not been substantially constrained by
access to a consistent power supply. Indeed, North Korea
actually exported almost 320,000 megawatt hours (MWh) of
electricity to China in 2017, worth an estimated $11 million,
and could repurpose some of that electricity should any AI
development programs face shortfalls.91
In terms of powering a machine learning data center,
estimates depend on the computing power, the hardware’s
efficiency, and other power demands (cooling, etc.). One
estimate for a generic facility in 2019 put it at 52.8 MWh/
day, and reports suggest one particularly large Chinese
bitcoin mining operation in Iran was using 175 MWh/day
in early 2021.92 For comparison, a $900 million U.S. National
Security Agency supercomputing center built in the early
2010s was estimated to require 60 MWh whereas training a
single natural language processing (NLP) model from 2019
could require 635 MWh (over multiple days).93 This suggests
that North Korea’s electricity exports to China, if repurposed,
would likely be more than sufficient to cover its AI-related
power demands.
Access to the Internet is not likely to prove an insuperable
stumbling block for Pyongyang either. Despite North Korea’s
domestic limits on Internet connectivity, key regime organs
clearly have access inside the country as necessary through
connections via China and Russia.94 Moreover, North Korea
is generally believed to station at least some of its cyber
operators overseas, both for deniability and better access,
including in China, Russia, the Philippines, Malaysia,
Cambodia, Belarus, and India, among others.95 However,
the 2019 UN Panel of Experts report stated that “nearly all
malicious cyber activity for the DPRK now comes from inside
the DPRK itself and is conducted by the malicious cyber
actors themselves,” while the IT workers the DPRK sends
overseas are largely directed towards generating revenue for
the regime, meaning Pyongyang bans them from hacking so as
to avoid attention.96 Either way, the Kim regime is clearly able
to access the Internet. Perhaps the only challenge would be
Internet speed if the regime wanted to leverage foreign cloud
computing providers.97
While data, expertise, sufficient electricity, and Internet
access likely would not pose insuperable obstacles, computer
processing capacity could pose a somewhat greater challenges
for the regime’s efforts to advance its AI capabilities. As one
assessment has noted, a major problem for the regime could be
the challenges associated with “the acquisition of equipment
that cannot be produced indigenously… and the high-costs
of high-performance computing and other equipment.”98
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While North Korea clearly has no difficulties in procuring
some high-end computers—Kim Jong Un has been spotted
with several Apple products, for example—the sheer scale
required for advanced AI may be more of a hurdle.99

[underpinning these fields] are all openly distributed.”104 The
North has also allegedly targeted security researchers on
Twitter, LinkedIn and other social media platforms with job
offers or proposals to collaborate on vulnerability research.105

Individual machine learning workstations can be built for
$5,000 or less to process data locally, or the DPRK could try
to leverage cloud computing.100 Cloud computing can be a
relatively cheap way to process data, but becomes expensive
the larger the dataset is and the higher the accuracy desired.
Beyond AWS and similar Western counterparts, Chinese
technology heavyweights such as Alibaba, Tencent, and Baidu
all have cloud offerings. PRC cloud computing suppliers are
likely both cheaper and less likely to be scrutinized rigorously
by actors looking to prevent North Korea from advancing its
AI capabilities. Indeed, one expert interviewed by the authors
stated that there is evidence that DPRK cyber actors are already
using Chinese cloud systems, though likely not for AI-related
activity.101 On the other hand, if secrecy or cost are priorities,
cloud computing may prove an unlikely path for Pyongyang
to exploit as it advances its AI capabilities. Overall, however,
at present most of North Korea’s computing capabilities are
limited to older and less efficient systems running on less
advanced computational hardware, which could slow its AI
development somewhat, especially if AI development has to
compete with other technology areas that also demand access
to advanced computing. The North’s AI development is also
limited by its reliance on central processing units (CPU), as
opposed to the graphics processing units (GPU) that are more
commonly utilized in AI development.102

As experts on North Korea we spoke with argued, Pyongyang
will also study leading nations in the field out of a desire to
understand how its adversaries think about such technologies
and in order to uncover any vulnerabilities that such research
may reveal.106 One important caveat is that all these countries
are richer and more connected to the Internet than North
Korea, and paradoxically, this may give the DPRK a
comparative advantage in one respect: its lack of connectivity
to the Internet means it has fewer gateways to monitor
and consequently needs to expend fewer resources on
cyber defense.

An analysis of the factors that go into AI/ML development
can suggest areas that may prove to be constraints on the
North’s development of these technologies. Assessing how
other countries have developed their own AI/ML systems,
including for cyber, can shed additional light on possible
pathways the North might seek to travel, either because
these are universal or because Pyongyang seeks to learn from
their experiences.

Comparisons with Other Countries
Given the challenges of studying North Korea’s thinking
about AI and cyber directly, what insights might be gleaned
from comparison with other countries? And how does
North Korea view other nations’ efforts on AI and cyber?
Some countries, such as Iran, have long engaged in official
cooperation on national security technology affairs with North
Korea, whereas others, such as China and Russia, have more
tacitly allowed Pyongyang to benefit from their knowledge,
experience, and expertise. For its part, the North strives to
learn from “everyone,” and “they study their partners and
their enemies alike.”103 Even though the DPRK does not
have formal diplomatic relations or scientific exchanges with
countries like the United States, South Korea, or Japan, its
researchers will “read as many [articles in] academic journals
about foreign artificial intelligence and machine learning
[as applied to cyber] as possible,” and will likely be able to
learn a lot from this since “the science, math, and engineering

Under Xi Jinping’s leadership, China has made developing AI
a key national priority, including for military applications.107
While the PRC has invested in its own AI capabilities, it also
benefits from knowledge exchanges with the United States
and others.108 According to a CSET estimate of Chinese AI
spending, Beijing is investing “a few billion dollars [per year]”
on AI, levels roughly similar to that of the United States.109
Thus a May 2020 indictment of DPRK cyberhackers, which
claimed they had stolen US$2.5 billion, suggests the regime
likely has sufficient funds available to support development
of AI if it prioritizes such.110 The most relevant point may
simply be the fact that China is North Korea’s neighbor
and ally, as well as an important model for the regime’s
sense of what is technologically feasible. If North Korea
obtains even limited access to AI technologies from China,
this could be a substantial boost to DPRK AI capabilities,
including potentially its cyber toolkit. Moreover, North
Korea is certainly watching China’s growing adoption of
disinformation, especially on social media (with the PRC’s
activities increasingly influenced by observation of Russian
disinformation), and could take inspiration from this to pair
its advancing AI capabilities with efforts to target foreign
societies or individuals with increasingly believable (if
deceptive) messaging.111 In doing so, Pyongyang would likely
simply be building on and adapting its already extant efforts
to leverage nationalistic propaganda on social media, while
layering on false or distorted narratives supported by fake
audio or video content that could be made more convincing
through AI augmentation.112
Russia may represent another useful comparison for how
North Korea could move toward more capable cyber
capabilities if paired with AI. In 2017, Vladimir Putin said
that “artificial intelligence is the future, not only for Russia,
but for all humankind… Whoever becomes the leader in
this sphere will become the ruler of the world.”113 Of the
three global actors surveyed here, perhaps the most is known
about Russia’s offensive cyber capabilities, including their
shortcomings. Moscow has probably employed the most
destructive offensive cyberattacks of any actor, including
the NotPetya attack on Ukrainian critical infrastructure that
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spread around the globe.114 This was similar to North Korea’s
WannaCry virus, but more dangerous. One recent study
argued that Moscow’s biggest challenges for improving its
cyber capabilities, including adopting emerging technologies
such as AI, are talent recruitment, personnel retainment, and
bureaucratic dynamics.115 For North Korea, recruitment and
retention should generally be easier because of the regime’s
ability to exercise strict social controls on education and
labor allocation, though bureaucratic dynamics exist within
any government and could be an issue. Russian analysts
themselves have expressed skepticism that Russia can keep
up with the United States and China in its adoption of AI,
though they note Russia could still be a “serious player”
and “local leader.”116 Outside traditional cyber operations,
Russia’s potential application of AI for cyber-enabled
political warfare could also be an attractive model for North
Korea, which, like Russia, also employs online disinformation
campaigns against its enemies.117

cyber detection and defense.121 In 2016, partly fueled by
North Korean cyberattacks, South Korea and the U.S. jointly
launched an effort to develop AI-based cybersecurity tools.122
And Japan’s Ministry of Defense announced a budget of
nearly US$240 million in 2020 to bolster machine-learning
for cyberdefense.123 Given that much knowledge about
artificial intelligence circulates openly in Western scholarly
journals, North Korean researchers can likely draw on this
without leveraging espionage or criminal activity.

POSSIBLE WAYS NORTH KOREA MIGHT
PAIR AI/ML WITH CYBER

In some ways, Iran might be the most useful comparative
case due to its successful development of cyber tools despite
international isolation that, while not as great as North
Korea’s, is nonetheless far greater than that of either China or
Russia. Separately, although Tehran does not have a national
AI plan, it has nonetheless pursued AI as well as other
emerging technologies with zeal.118 It has also carried out
destructive cyber-attacks against Saudi critical infrastructure
and other industrial control systems.119 Of possible relevance,
while Iran’s isolation may have slowed the Islamic Republic’s
technological development, it has not stopped it from
developing increasingly capable cyber tools and building
advanced supercomputers, foundational building blocks of
any future AI-enabled cyber capabilities.120

This section provides an assessment of how North Korea may
leverage AI/ML techniques to improve its cyber capabilities
generally. Over the past decade, North Korea’s approach to
cyber has been primarily focused on exploiting adversary
vulnerabilities for political and economic gain, rather than
using the Internet to increase productivity at home. North
Korea’s approach to AI may follow a similar trajectory,
seeking to improve its cyber operations. A successful cyber
operation often relies on exploiting a defender’s vulnerability,
and therefore resembles a perpetual cat-and-mouse game
between the defender’s efforts to discover and mitigate
vulnerabilities and the attacker’s efforts to exploit them,
though this may shift as newer systems come online with
more proactive security approaches.124 In recent years, AI
has emerged as a potentially important tool in boosting the
effectiveness of both sides of the equation. Given North
Korea’s predominant focus on cyber offense rather than
defense, we assess that it will likely prioritize AI/ML for
cyber offense, though perhaps while focusing even more on
automation, at least in the early stages.125

In addition to the aforementioned countries, our interviewees
were careful to make sure to point out that North Korea
also seeks to learn from the experiences and expertise of the
United States, South Korea, Japan, and other advanced AI
and cyber powers. The United States Department of Defense,
for example, has reportedly initiated research on how AI
might be employed to accelerate cyberattacks and improve

The phrase “cyber offense” as used here encompasses any
intrusion into foreign networks and systems for the purposes of
espionage, attack, or criminal activity. This entails a broader
range of activities than the concept of “offensive cyberspace
operations” as used in the U.S. military.126 Table 2 lists some
of the most common types of cyberattacks attributed to
North Korea.

Table 2. Common Types of Cyberattacks North Korea Has Employed
Tactic

Description

Phishing/Spear Phishing

Practice of sending fraudulent communications that appear to come from known,
reputable sources. Phishing attacks are distributed widely without attempting to target
a specific victim; spear phishing attacks are more narrowly tailored attempts to target
a specific individual.

Traffic Generation

Employed in distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, this occurs when the attacker
floods networks and servers with excess traffic, leading the system to become incapable of
fulfilling legitimate requests.

Command/Code Injection

An attack that inserts malicious commands or code that are then executed by a system;
one example is a Structured Query Language (SQL) injection, which can result in
Information Disclosure.

Zero-Day Exploit

Attacks a previously unrecognized vulnerability in a software product before a security
patch or solution has been implemented.127
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Tactic

Description

Ransomware Attack

Type of malware attack that utilizes encryption to hold victim’s information hostage; access
to the information is only restored after the hacker’s demands are met.

Watering Hole Attack

Exploitation method where hacker seeks to compromise a commonly visited website with
the aim of infecting the computers of all those who visit it, using such infections to gain
access to the victims’ networks.

Data Exfiltration

The stealthy removal of information from a network, used in Information Disclosure
attacks. One common approach is Domain Name System (DNS) Tunneling, which utilizes
DNS protocol to communicate non-DNS traffic and can be used to conceal outbound traffic
past typical network defenses.

Remote Code Execution

The ability to execute arbitrary commands on a target system. Remote execution can be
enabled by malware or through the presence of a vulnerability that permits code injection.

Credential Harvesting

Gathering of usernames, passwords, encryption keys, and other information that can be
used to access systems or resources.

Sources: CISCO, McAfee, Kaspersky128

Aside from the feasibility of leveraging AI for cyber offense,
there remains a more fundamental question as to whether
North Korea will believe that investing in such sophisticated
techniques confers a marginal benefit. On the one hand, many
targets of North Korean interest already have vulnerabilities
that can be exploited with existing tools, and as noted above
in some cases North Korea has simply purchased access to
targets from criminal groups.129 There are already existing
tools that can increase the destructiveness of an operation
without AI/ML techniques, either by using worms or by
targeting software supply chains.130 Extensive reconnaissance
can already be conducted on a target through open sources
and credentials and personal information can often be
purchased on the Dark Web. The majority of North Korean
cyber operations are likely to continue in this fashion.
On the other hand, as more and more organizations rely on
AI/ML-based cyber defense systems from security vendors,
investing in adversarial machine learning is likely to present
new opportunities for North Korea. This will especially be
the case if organizations harbor a false sense of security after
adopting AI-based defenses, giving North Korea the element
of surprise on a critical mission.131 Another potential benefit
to North Korea of leveraging AI for cyber offense is that it
could enhance the regime’s ability to conduct operations,
which is currently constrained by the relatively limited
number of high-quality hackers it can train each year from
its domestic talent pool. Given the North’s public obsession
with “self-reliance,” the potential to increase throughput of
either its cybercrime or espionage activities without relying
on third party criminal groups or foreign assistance may be
an importance source of motivation to continue research in
this area. Another possibility is that North Korea may simply
decide to invest in such research early on even though they
may not have immediate plans to utilize them in actual cyber
campaigns, given their general interest in AI research.

Evasion or Exploratory Attacks on AI-enabled
Cyber Defenses
An important element of cyber defense rests on detecting
malicious activity by classifying a file, text, or activity as
normal or abnormal, for example in the areas of spam,
intrusion, or malware detection.132 In recent years, advances
in AI and ML research, as well as the increasing availability of
computing resources, have shown promise in certain specific
contexts for improving the accuracy and efficiency of such
tasks. In particular, unsupervised learning and deep learning
techniques can help identify novel threats, complementing
the existing approach of comparing new, incoming activity
against a database of known, labelled normal or abnormal
behavior, though the overall contribution that such approaches
can make is heavily context-dependent.
Some of the most common forms of cyber defense
mechanisms utilizing AI include automated detection
technology, such as antivirus software that utilizes machine
learning to identify and respond to malware attacks. Further
examples could include expanded automation and increasing
the generalizability of automated intrusion, anomaly, and
malware detection software, network analysis, and spam filters
that look for emails carrying malicious code. AI can also be
utilized to automate security vulnerability scans of networks
and systems which can help to improve network security.
These types of automated scans allow for cybersecurity
professionals to monitor for attempted intrusions, detect
anomalous activity, do keyword matching, and track various
statistics that can help to prevent and/or accelerate response
to cyberattacks. Additionally, automated anti-phishing tools
can effectively scan emails and other online communications
for malicious attachments, links, and message bodies
before they reach the user.133 These types of automated
cyber defenses may be helpful and are increasingly being
adopted across the globe to deal with growing levels of
automated cyberattacks.134
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However, the adoption of such tools can be a double-edged
sword. AI- and ML-enabled detection can present a new set
of vulnerabilities, and an attacker may exploit these in order
to evade a target’s cyber defenses. An AI-based detection
system is potentially subject to a variety of classes of attacks.135
First, adversarial examples can be created in an evasion attack
to cause misclassification of a particular input. Second, false
data can be added to the training data in a poisoning attack
to affect the model itself, systematically misclassifying inputs
or decreasing confidence levels. Third, an exploratory attack,
such as a membership inference or model inversion attack
can jeopardize privacy by gaining information on aspects of
the underlying training data used in the model, or to create
a model that performs similarly to the original one. Each of
these can be either white box attacks, in which the attacker
has full knowledge of the model and the underlying training
data, or black box attacks, in which the attacker has no
knowledge of the model or the training data, and can observe
only outputs from an input, often by querying an application
programming interface (API), or the set of software rules,
definitions and protocols that enable two or more applications
to communicate with each other.136
Cybersecurity researchers have found evasion attacks to be
probably the most common among the three types of attacks,
often undertaken during the inference phase.137 Several
academic papers have successfully generated adversarial
examples that evade AI-based malware detection models. For
example, a number of research efforts have demonstrated
that gradient-based attacks can be used to form examples
that cause misclassification in MalConv, a malware detection
model using a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) trained
on raw bytes.138 Even worse, and potentially more in keeping
with the DPRK’s overall approach to cyberattacks, might
be the development of multiple attacks that generate false
positives that can overwhelm or discredit a system.
In addition, security researchers have found that many
AI-based models already being used by customers exhibit
substantial fragility. In 2019, security firm Skylight found that
by adding a few pieces of benign code at the end of a malware
file, they were able to cause Cylance’s AI-based malware
detection model to misclassify the malware as benign.139
By doing so, they were able to cause misclassification in almost
84 percent of the 384 samples tested, including well-known
malware such as Mimikatz.140 In 2021, Kaspersky researchers
conducted a variety of white box and grey box attacks against
their own ML-based malware detection model, and found
that they were able to frequently cause misclassification,
including 89 percent of the files tested for a particular white
box attack.141 Although generating adversarial examples for
texts is assumed to be more difficult, more research is also
being conducted on evading spam filters by using NLP.142
These researchers’ findings show that AI-based cyber defense
models are far from silver bullet-type security solutions
and are themselves vulnerable to a variety of attacks, and
sometimes suffer from a lack of explainability.

Over the next decade, North Korea may try to apply
academic AI research to adversarial machine learning. If they
do so, the DPRK’s hackers may be able to find ways to make
small perturbations to their malware without jeopardizing
its overall functionality, ultimately evading some of the AIbased defenses used by their targets. As more potential targets
deploy AI-based cyber defenses, and as relevant academic
research develops, the prospects of cyberattacks leveraging
adversarial examples will likely increase.

Would AI-Enabled Cyber Capabilities Change
DPRK Behavior?
The scope of such potential future AI-enabled cyberattacks
could be narrow or wide, either against a particular target
that happens to use an AI-based malware detection system,
or indiscriminately against any targets that rely on an AIbased cyber defense system. In the former case, North
Korea would likely have an incentive to exercise restraint,
similar to Russia’s approach when it chose not to exploit
the vast majority of the potential victims it had access to by
virtue of their downloading the compromised SolarWinds
Orion software. In such intrusions, widespread exploitation
of such illicit access increases the chance that an intruder
will be detected and expelled from the network before
completing its campaign against the real target.143 Indeed,
North Korean hackers have already shown that, like their
Russian counterparts, they too can be patient in pursuit of
longer-term gains. In 2016, South Korean police alleged that
Pyongyang had hacked “more than 140,000 computers at
160 South Korean firms and government agencies, planting
malicious code under a long-term plan laying groundwork for
a massive cyberattack against [the ROK].”144
Alternatively, Pyongyang may take a more opportunistic
approach, especially if the goal of a given cyber operation
is financial gain rather than espionage or support to an
ongoing military campaign. In such a case, North Korea’s
behavior might be similar to the ransomware attack in which
the REvil gang indiscriminately exploited large numbers
of compromised Kaseya software users.145 As the foregoing
suggests, AI-based defenses may present a software supply
chain risk for companies and individuals relying on the
product, turning AI from a tool for cyber offense or defense
into a target in its own right. In this case, North Korean
hackers might try to make the most of the window of
opportunity before the vulnerability is mitigated, similar to
how China installed backdoors on almost every Microsoft
Exchange server on the Internet before vulnerabilities
were patched.146
North Korea may also use adversarial machine learning for
exploratory attacks, in which attacks are designed to learn more
about the model itself or recover aspects of the underlying
training data. These attacks pose significant privacy concerns
as models are often trained using sensitive data meant to be
kept confidential. North Korea is likely to use the information
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extracted from these attacks to make advances in its own AI
research, and to fine-tune its adversarial examples for more
effective evasion of cyber defenses. Although it may be
feasible for North Korea to use the recovered personal data
as reconnaissance for further cyber operations or as blackmail
for extortion and revenue generation, the likelihood is low as
existing tools can already achieve such effects with less effort.
The confidentiality of a model and its underlying training
data can be compromised in a variety of ways. One way is
through membership inference attacks, which try to identify
whether a particular data point belonged to the training set
used to train a model.147 Identifying that a particular individual
belonged to a chest X-ray training set, for example, could
reveal that individual was a patient at a particular hospital
that participated in such data collection efforts. Another
type, called a property inference attack, aims to learn global
characteristics about the training data such as the testing
environment or the distribution of the dataset rather than
any particular data point.148 A third type, the model inversion
attack, aims to retrieve the underlying training data by
querying models. For example, one study showed that it was
possible to recover how an individual answered to a survey
asking about marital infidelity, and also reconstruct facial
images by querying a facial recognition service and a unique
identifier such as the individual’s name.149 Finally, a model
extraction attack aims to “steal” the model by replicating the
functionality of the model without prior knowledge of the
model’s parameters or training data.150 Researchers have even
shown that a model extraction attack and a model inversion
attack can be combined to improve the efficiency of attacks
under black box settings.151
These attacks are relevant for models using cloud-based
Machine Learning as a Service (MLaaS) on platforms such
as BigML and similar services offered by Amazon, Microsoft,
and Google. Users of such services, such as a facial recognition
service, often make the resulting model publicly available for
prediction queries via an API, allowing others to repeatedly
interact with the model to obtain outputs. Both white box
and black box attacks are possible against these models with
varying efficiency.
North Korea may find such attacks useful for specific tasks
where they face significant difficulties obtaining quality
training data from domestic or open sources alone, which
in turn would hinder their ability to conduct ML and AI
research in that area. Although recovering an entire dataset
with high accuracy would be a difficult task, North Korea
could conceivably use a combination of model extraction
and model inversion to create an approximate version of the
model, without having to gather the data or train the model
from scratch.
In particular, North Korea may try to conduct exploratory
attacks on AI/ML classifiers pertaining to cybersecurity,
in order to further aid evasion attacks. Researchers at the
University of Louisville, for example, have trained classifiers
on datasets including Spambase (spam detection), KDD99

(intrusion detection), and CAPTCHA (bot detection), and
presented an algorithm for reverse engineering the model
and generating adversarial examples that evade detection.152
Similarly, analysts have conducted an experiment extracting a
classifier using the KDD99 dataset.153 And computer science
scholars in France and the United States have extracted a
variety of models available in BigML, including a model
predicting whether an email will be classified as spam or not,
given the message content.154
For their part, in 2018, North Korean researchers at Kim Il
Sung University conducted their own research on improving
intrusion detection using the KDD99 dataset, and their
exploration of this topic may be just a matter of connecting
the dots, given their interest in this area.155 Models and training
data extracted from such exploratory attacks can help North
Korea make its own cyber defense research more robust, and
could also be used to generate adversarial examples that more
effectively evade defenses. Such efforts could help North
Korea’s hackers stay competitive despite their relative lack of
good training data pertaining to cyber activity.
Finally, exploratory attack methods such as membership
inference pose significant privacy risks of revealing sensitive
information about the training data. North Korea is probably
less likely to use such methods for the purposes of gathering
intelligence about a target before conducting a cyber operation
or for blackmailing a target, since there are far easier ways to
achieve the same goal. Whether by using conventional cyber
exploitation or even simply by searching open sources such as
a target’s social media profile, adversarial learning offers little
marginal benefit compared to the labor and computational
resources required to achieve the task.
Other potential applications need more careful evaluation,
such as using NLP techniques to enhance the scale and
effectiveness of spear phishing campaigns.156 On the one
hand, it is possible that North Korea may try to create more
convincing English-language texts through using models
such as GPT-J and GPT-Neo, which are open source
alternatives to the Generative Pre-Trained Transformer-3,
a program that uses deep learning techniques to generate
realistic written material.157 North Korea could also attempt
to build more convincing fake social media personas though
the use of generative adversarial network (GAN) programs
to create profile pictures and NLP-enabled chatbots, for
future campaigns similar to the one in which North Korea
created several fake Twitter and LinkedIn profiles to steal
vulnerabilities from security researchers.158 As noted above,
North Korea is currently conducting extensive research
in NLP, including efforts to build a North Korean text and
speech corpus, as well as research in keyword extraction
and machine translation.159 If such research makes
significant progress, it may be possible to increase the
scale of phishing campaigns without having more Englishproficient hackers, and also increase the effectiveness of social
engineering by being able to tailor the content specific to the
target in question.
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On the other hand, it is also important to consider the actual
likelihood that North Korea will apply such sophisticated
techniques for spear phishing campaigns. Often, North
Korea can simply obtain initial access to targets by
purchasing them from criminal groups or getting insiders to
click on malicious links via email attachments or watering
hole attacks. Techniques such as those above, if they are to
be ever used, are more likely to be seen against high-value
targets that would be difficult to access otherwise.160 Other
cutting-edge academic research is being conducted in areas
such as generalizable vulnerability discovery algorithms that
could have robust cross-architecture applicability; however,
research in these areas is still nascent, and it is too early at this
point to arrive at any firm conclusions about its implications
for North Korea.161
As countries such as the United States, the Republic of
Korea, and Japan move toward greater adoption of AI for
military operations, North Korea’s interest in exploring how
it could use cyber to attack AI systems is likely to grow. As a
2018 RAND report noted, “many experts were concerned by
the potential for an adversary to subvert even a very capable
AI by hacking, poisoning its training data, or manipulating
its inputs.”162 At the same time, the demonstration effect of
other countries’ military AI advances will likely incentivize
the North to keep pushing forward in this area. Most
notable in that respect are likely to be China’s extensive
writings on the “intelligentization” of modern warfare, and
its establishment of an integrated Strategic Support Force
focused on information warfare.163

CONCLUSION
For now, North Korean offensive cyber activities appear to be
reliant on human operators who design and execute the wide
range of cyber operations that the regime has perpetrated.
There is similarly little evidence that the regime has
empowered advanced AI to play a key role in the defense of
its network systems, though it likely has relatively widespread
adoption of automation built into its firewall, network
monitoring, censorship and keyword filtering software. We
were also unable to find much evidence that North Korea has
yet sought to attack AI systems’ training data or attempted
to poison the model that such systems use to make decisions
in support of network defenses. It is unclear whether this is
because of limitations in adoption of attacks on AI systems’
training data sets globally, or because North Korea simply has
not yet undertaken such efforts to target adversary AI training
sets, or because we simply do not know about North Korea’s
cyber activities against such systems.
Yet, despite the absence of evidence that the regime
has adopted AI for cyber at this point in time, we do find
substantial support for concluding that the DPRK is
interested in AI, is tracking international developments in the
field, and is investing in its own capabilities, as demonstrated
by leadership comments, official media reports, and scholarly
research outputs from leading North Korean universities, as
well as discussions with subject-matter experts. These factors,
combined with the regime’s clear and growing emphasis on
cyber capabilities as a part of its national security toolkit,
strongly suggest that the regime may make the leap to
AI-enabled cyberattacks, cyber defense, or targeting of
adversary AI systems using cyber means in the near future. If
it does, we assess that the regime’s motives, targets, example
and the impact AI could have on its cyber operations could
look like Table 3.

Table 3. Possible North Korean Uses of AI-Enabled Cyber for Regime Goals
Kim Regime Goals

How Cyber Contributes to this Objective

How Might AI Be Incorporated

Regime Security

Raise money for regime

May already leverage large-scale, automated botnet
construction to improve brute force, scale, and speed of
ransomware and banking attacks

Protect regime “honor”

Use of modeling attack to gain access to, “punish”
adversary through tailored leaks of private data

Defend regime networks

Expand use of automated intrusion detection and
malware defense

Drive political-military wedges in
U.S.-ROK alliance

Create large numbers of high-quality AI-tailored
messages appearing to come from trusted sources
alleging criminal activity by USFK forces or
claiming U.S. driving up risk of war

Collect military intelligence

Faster, more frequent cyberattacks on
military/intel targets

Undermine military capabilities

Accelerate pace of lateral transfer within systems
once access achieved

Breaking
U.S.-ROK Alliance
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Kim Regime Goals

How Cyber Contributes to this Objective

How Might AI Be Incorporated

Unifying/Dominating
Peninsula

Collect political intelligence

Collect, sift, bin and weaponize data on ROK elites,
public opinion through AI-enabled targeting and
cyber data theft

Undermine support for ROK government

Seek to drive public opinion in ROK through improved
disinformation, texts, emails, images, and sound to drive
down support for politicians who favor resisting, and build
support for those who embrace, North Korea

Asymmetrical coercion

Execute expanded harassment and intimidation of
NK adversaries through improved stealth and reduced
detectability/attribution of attacks

Moreover, our review of possible constraints on the DPRK’s
ability to develop AI for cyber suggest that cost, access
to expertise, or electricity supply are not likely to prove
insuperable stumbling blocks, though constrained access to
high quality coded data for training sets, to human talent,
and to sufficiently advanced high-powered computing could
slow its progress somewhat. A comparison to other, even
more internationally-monitored technologies, such as nuclear
weapons, as well as a review of the experiences of other
countries—many of which North Korea learns from either
by watching or by sending its experts to study in—suggests
the regime could make substantial progress in this area if
it commits sufficient time, attention, resources and policy
prioritization to it. Indeed, should regime concerns about
the loyalty of officials posted overseas or Korean People’s
Army officers grow in the wake of continued defections, AI
solutions could become increasingly appealing for some roles,
since as one interviewee we spoke with pointed out, “AI isn’t
going to defect and doesn’t need resources to remain loyal.”164
Moreover, in the not all that distant future, North Korea may
be likely to see AI for offensive cyber operations as of growing
value, driven by a combination of factors including advancing
technology and know-how, the evolution of adversary
cyber defense technologies built around AI, and the costs
of developing and maintaining the human capital its cyber
forces require. “Offense is still the best return on investment
for North Korea,” one cybersecurity specialist we spoke with
argued, and this could eventually prove to be the case for AI
and cyber.165 Already the regime’s leading universities—many
of which train its computer hackers and network architects—
have demonstrated familiarity with a broad spectrum of AI
applications and technologies, suggesting that a substantial
portion of the foundation for North Korea to move toward
applications in offensive and defensive cyber has already been
laid. Pyongyang’s social media disinformation campaigns
and short message spear phishing (“smishing”) techniques
in particular may benefit from adoption of natural language
processing AI programs that help it tailor messages, including
images and voice/sound, to appear more authentic and to
dupe foreign targets, especially in light of the limited pool of
hackers with high quality foreign language abilities.166

Finally, North Korean researchers and hackers are likely to
seek ways to exploit vulnerabilities in adversaries’ AI-enabled
cyber defenses by attempting to steal, corrupt, or reconstruct
the data that the systems are built on. “North Korea is a
heavy practitioner of denial and deception,” one specialist
we talked to pointed out, and “AI/ML is very vulnerable to
denial and deception,” meaning Pyongyang’s “first step would
almost surely be to try to figure out how [an adversary’s]
AI system operates.”167 As another expert we spoke with
warned, North Korea is exactly the kind of actor that would
“deliberately cause the misidentification of a Red Cross truck
for a tank...their ability to attack U.S. AI parameters is really
a key danger.”168
While our analysis above has largely focused on AI for cyber,
North Korea could certainly seek to apply AI to other aspects
of national security, intelligence, military and criminal affairs,
and none of the foregoing assessments should be taken
to suggest that cyber is the most likely or even necessarily
potentially the most impactful area in which Pyongyang
might seek to integrate AI. For example, the regime could
seek to apply AI to surveillance, sentiment analysis, political
loyalty tests, population control, content generation and
censorship. Externally, as touched on briefly above, it could
move to create more realistic messages in terms of written,
spoken, or visual content for spear phishing campaigns and
social media disinformation. And in the military realm,
sufficiently advanced AI could eventually be applied to fields
such as logistics, air defenses, long-range artillery targeting, or
terminal guidance for cruise and ballistic missiles.
A number of indicators might give advanced warning that
the North was moving to mate AI with its cyber capabilities.
First, one might expect to see leadership statements or
media reports lauding advances in automated cyber offense
or defense, including raising the profiles of individual AI
researchers as Kim Jong Un has done for nuclear and missile
experts. Separately, academic research by North Korean
scholars on AI/ML-based cyber capabilities could signal
increased interest by the regime in marrying its cyber efforts
with AI. A third possibility would be if the regime appeared
to be accelerating its acquisition of training data, advanced
computers, or other hardware useful for prosecuting
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AI-enabled cyberoperations. Finally, if advances in foreign
militaries’ or intelligence services’ cyber activities signaled
an accelerating trend among leading nations in the
employment of AI for cyber, this could spur the North to
move to keep pace.
In sum, although we do not see North Korea actively engaging
in substantial uses of artificial intelligence for offensive or
defensive cyber operations, nor do we see it targeting foreign
AI systems yet, we do see substantial groundwork upon

which the regime could build such an approach should it
decide that the incentives it is confronting make such a move
advantageous. As such, we conclude that in the future artificial
intelligence will likely be seen and employed by Pyongyang as
a way to increase the regime’s offensive, and potentially also
its defensive, cyber capabilities, and may well prove to be a
target of its hacking efforts as well, with the result that North
Korea may indeed end up using AI for “honing” the regime’s
“all-purpose sword.”
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